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Abstract: In the recent years, some domestic overflow and blowout events have shown that we can not apply conventional methods to successful well killing under some certain conditions, therefore, bullheading as an unconventional well
killing can be considered. Bullheading by pumping kill fluid into wellbore makes the wellbore gas compressed so that bottomhole pressure exceeds formation pressure and gas leaks off to the formation. In this study, applicable conditions of
bullheading have been discussed. Based on gas compressibility law and gas-liquid flow behavoir, bullheading operation is
divided into three stages, including gas compression stage, gas seepage stage and gas-liquid seepage stage. The mathematical model for each stage is formulated to predict and interpret well killing mechanism. The calculated results showed
good agreement with field case data. This paper might serve as an operational guideline during bullheading.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Losing control on the blowout is one of the malignant accidents during the oil and gas exploration and development,
and the blowout precursor is overflown and kicked due to the
formation gas or liquid invasion. Moreover, the overflow
induced by gas invasion is more difficult to controlled, for
example, the "12.23" catastrophic blowout accident in
Kaixian of Chongqing city, not only affected the company’s
economic benefits, but also threatened the lives and properties of drilling staff and people surrounding the well site. In
the last decade, the number of drilling deep well, extended
reach well, gas well with high sour, etc, has increases in
China, which presents the new challenges for blowout control techniques. In addition, some domestic overflow and
blowout events have shown that conventional methods to
successful well killing under some certain conditions are
not applicable, therefore, it is necessary to further study
the unconventional killing techniques. Bullheading as an
unconventional killing technique was successfully applied
such as KC-1 well [1] and Sha-46 well [2], North Buzachi
Oilfield [3].
Bullheading can be used in high pressure and high permeability gas wells when gas kick or blowout occurs. In
general, when conventional well killing techniques are not
possible or results in serious well control conditions, bullheading may be considered [4]. Bullheading technique is
through pumping kill fluid directly into wellbore or annulus
when gas kick occurs, until all the influx is displaced into the
exposed open hole formation and wellbore is filled with sufficient density of kill fluid to contain the reservoir pressure.
In practice, bullheading applied to gas well kick with known
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acid gas shows obvious advantages, but the misuse of bullheading also causes serious problems of well control. Based
on previous researches [5-7], this paper has mainly discussed
applicable conditions of bullheading, developed the mathematical model for each stage and analyzed the variations of
casing pressure and bottom pressure.
2. APPLICABLE CONDITIONS OF BULLHEADING
The maximum bullheading pump pressure for well killing designs and operations should refer to wellhead casing
pressure. Kill fluid can be original drilling fluid or prepared
weighted drilling fluid. Furthermore, kill fluid volume
should comprehensively consider the increment of pits gain,
the length of gas invasion column, etc. Feasibility or success
of bullheading depends on whether the casing pressure reduces to zero or it is equal to the standpipe pressure. Considering bullheading is not a routine well control method, it can
be utilized only when normal well killing techniques are
restricted or serious problems occurred. Before bullheading
job is implemented, competent authorities should conduct a
detailed discussion with specialists and field engineers about
the affecting factors which may arise during bullheading.
Following main aspects should be considered when using
this method.
(1) The good properties of formation are the necessary conditions to utilize bullheading. Preferably in permeable
formation, invasion fluid can be bullheaded with a superior speed, without fracturing formation.
(2) The invasion fluid properties directly determine whether
bullheading ycan be carried out. Therefore, it is not recommended to use the method for oil and water invasion.
Obviously, gas can be easier to be displaced into formation during bullheading process, but oil, water and other
high viscosity fluids have greater resistance in the process of seepage into formation, and may even form fracture.
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(3) The position of casing shoe is an important factor considered for bullheading. We hope casing is run as deep as
possible, that is, open hole interval is very short, which
means that it can avoid fracture formation to a great extent.
(4) Bullheading operations are required to have a high internal pressure strength of casing, to avoid casing bursts
during bullheading process. In general, maximum wellhead pressure is not allowed to exceed eighty percent of
the internal pressure strength of casing according to the
well control criterion.
3. IDEAL FLOW MODEL OF BULLHEADING
After gas kick or blowout occurs, kill fluid directly
pumps into wellbore or annulus. Hence, kill fluid and gas
move in opposite direction and collide with each other. As
shown in Fig. (1), the ideal model assumes that there is a
plastic plug between kill fluid and gas interface. The plastic
plug hinders the combination of kill fluid and gas, which
makes all the wellbore to divide into gas- and liquid-phase
zone. As bullheading operations go on, gas is continuously
compressed until the plastic plug reaches the bottom hole,
and bullheading ends. The process is referred as ideal physical model of bullheading. The model has such advantage of
simple calculation and easy to use that is why it is widely
used. However, it doesn't consider the effect of gas slippage
on well killing operations, which leads to a huge gap between calculated results and field tests.
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Fig. (2). The schematic of three zones partition during bullheading
process.

Gas compression stage: The gas is only compressed, so
the pressure rises constantly and the total volume decreases,
but the gas mass remains constant. Gas begins to leak off
into formation when the bottom pressure reaches the formation pressure.
Gas seepage stage: As gas leaks off to formation, kill
fluid is continuously pumped into wellbore until bottom
pressure becomes slightly greater than the formation pressure. When the mass of gas-phase zone continuously reduces
to be fully bullheaded, the lower interface reaches the bottom.
Gas-liquid seepage stage: Gas and liquid are simultaneously squeezed back into formation as kill fluid is continuously pumped. Bullheading operations end until the upper
interface of the mixture zone reaches the bottom. The key for
successful well killing is to accurately calculate the length of
two-phase mixture zone, which determines the total volume
of kill fluid and kill time.
In view of the complexity of real process, the following
assumptions are made:
(1) The liquid is incompressible, and it has the same physical
property in the system.

Fig. (1). The schematic of ideal wellbore model during bullheading
process.

4. GAS-LIQUID TWO-PHASE FLOW MODEL OF
BULLHEADING
In the actual process of bullheading, density differences
lead to gas slippage along wellbore, and the gas-liquid mixture zone is formed in a certain interval of wellbore with the
passage of time. The velocity in its upper interface is less
than the liquid-phase zone, but in lower interface it is
greater. Therefore, the mixture zone grows gradually during
bullheading, as shown in Fig. (2), there eventually exists
liquid-phase zone, mixture zone and gas-phase zone in the
wellbore. Based on the gas-liquid flow behavior and gas
compressibility characteristic, the well killing operations can
be divided into three stages.

(2) The temperature gradient is constant or the function of
temperature is known.
(3) The open hole formation is homogeneous and the flow is
radial.
(4) In mixture zone, both liquid and gas are commingled
uniformity.
(5) Killing well is completed when upper interface of mixture zone reaches the bottom.
4.1. Mathematic Models for Gas Compression and Seepage Stage
It has already been noted that when the formation fluid is
gas, the compressibility must be considered. The gas compressibility equation is mathematically given by [8]:
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(1)

As kill fluid is pumped into wellbore, the gas will be subjected to compression. Equation (1) by integration combined
with the correlation Cg [9] can be rewritten by:
pwf = pwfi +

q (t )  q
Z
( Zpc + pr pc (
)T )t
ZVgi
pr pr

(2)

Where Z is a gas deviation factor, and the Dranchuk et al.'s
equation [10] is used. pr is the pseudoreduced temperature, pr = 0.27 pwf / (Zpc Tpr ) .
During the process of well killing, casing pressure can be
obtained from:

pa = pwf - m Lm g  l Ll g  g Lg g + p

(3)

The friction loss of full gas flow is ignored in the study,
and the liquid-phase and mixture-phase friction losses can be
expressed by:
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In the equation (4), the friction factors are given by:
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Due to gas leak-off rate as function of time, the unsteady
flow equation will be given by [11]:

pr  pwf =
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Where Sa related to flow rate is the apparent skin factor, and
gas viscosity μg is calculated by using Carr et al's correlation
[12]. Owing to the fact that the gas flows from wellbore into
the reservoir during bullheading, the above equation can be
rearranged as:
q=

18160khpr Bg
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2
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( pwf

 pr )

(8)

Where

 = M / 28.97
Bg = 3.4582  104 ZT / pwf
The velocity in the mixture zone should be considered to
calculate the length of mixture zone. The drift flux model for
gas-liquid two-phase flow in downward vertical pipe is utilized to determine the interface velocity in this study [13-16].

vg = C0 vm  v

(9)

 g (t ) =

vsg

(10)

C0 vm  v

Where v is the rising velocity of gas in static liquid and can
be calculated by the Ha Marseille formulation.

(

)

v = 1.53 g l  g / l2 

1

4

(11)

Through the analysis of the experimental data [17-19].
Hasan [20] recommends C0=1.2, v=0.24. Therefore, the
velocity in upper interface is written as:

vml = C0 vl - v

(12)

Where vl is the flow rate of kill fluid in the casing or annulus,
vl =q(t)/A.
According to the upper interface velocity, the lower interface velocity can be given by:

vmg =

dLg
dt

= vml +

vl  vml
1   g (t )

(13)

By integrating equation (13), the liquid zone length can
be obtained by:

Lg = H  (vml +

vl  vml
)t
1  g (t)

(14)

In the above correlations, the densities of mixture phase
and gas phase are given by:

m = (1  g (t))l +  g (t)g
g =

Mpwf
ZRT

(15)
(16)

4.2. Mathematical Model for Gas-Liquid Seepage Stage
In this stage, both gas and liquid are simultaneously displaced into formation. In order to avoid the high bottom
pressure during bullheading process which fractures the formation, the gas-liquid two-phase flow is kept steady, and can
be expressed by:

pwf =pa +l gLl +m gLm -p

(17)

5. FIELD CASE SIMULATION
When a well is drilled down to about 4587 m, gas kick
occurs. The total overflow reached 30 m3, and casing pressure is 17 MPa after shut in. Based on bottom hole assembly
and wellbore size, the overflow is converted into the length
of gas column up to 1207 m. Through the analysis of overflow characteristics and required operational conditions, kill
fluid flow rate is controlled between 16 and 20 L/s, and kill
job lasts about 50 min. Finally, the entire gas is squeezed
back into formation, and the job finishes waiting to be circulated by the weight drilling fluid. The detailed parameters of
the well are shown in Table 1. The above models are applied
to predict the casing pressure and bottom pressure, and the
results are shown in Figs. (3) and (4).
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Table 1.
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The Measured Well Parameters

Mud density
(g/cm3)

Drill pipe
diameter (mm)

Wellbore
diameter (mm)

Temperature
gradient
(°C/100m)

Formation
porosity
(%)

Empty bubble
rate (%)

Casing pressure
(MPa)

1.25

127

215.9

3

10

20

17

Fig. (3). The comparison of predicted casing pressure and measured pressure.

Fig. (4). The calculated results in terms of observed well casing and bottom pressure.

As shown in Fig. (3), field test demonstrates that there
are three stages in a bullheading process. The ideal model
doesn't consider the gas slippage, and there only exists the
gas compression stage and gas seepage stage during bullheading process, which make a big difference with field test.
But the proposed model considers that gas slippage has a
good agreement with measured casing pressure, and also, the
entire bullheading process is completely depicted.
As shown in Fig. (4), in the beginning stage, both casing
pressure and bottom pressure rapidly increase which kill
fluid is pumped. When gas begins to leak off to formation,
casing pressure gradually decreases, but bottom pressure
slightly increases. When both gas and liquid are simultaneously squeezed into formation, casing pressure continues to
decrease and bottom pressure remains consant. It is obvious
that the maximum bottom pressure and minimum casing
pressure are presented in the gas-liquid seepage stage, as a

result, the two magnitudes can be referred for designing well
killing parameters.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) According to the characteristics of bullheading operations, in order to achieve efficient well controlled without
any fracture formation, these necessary conditions should
be considered, including higher formation permeability,
setting depth of casing close to bottom, wellhead and casing string strength bearing the maximum pressure during
operations.
(2) Bullheading process can be divided into three continuous
stages on the basis of gas compressibility law and gasliquid flow behavior. Combining the drift flux model
with unsteady gas flow equation can be applied to depict
well killing models, and predicted results when compared
with field case data showed a higher accuracy. Following
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three stages of bullheading, bullheading process would
be controlled better, when each parameter is dominated.

vm

= Mixture flow rate, m/s

vl

= Liquid flow rate, m/s

(3) During bullheading process, in the gas compression
stage, casing pressure and bottom pressure rapidly increase. When well killing enters into gas seepage stage,
the casing pressure begins to decrease, and bottom pressure slightly increases. As both gas and liquid simultaneously seep into formation, casing pressure continues to
decrease, and bottom pressure remain constant.

vg

= Gas velocity, m/s

Vgi

= Initial gas volume, m3

Z

= Deviation factor

Zi

= Initial deviation factor

l

= Kill fluid density, g/cm3

lg

= Mixture zone density, g/cm3

g

= Gas density, g/cm3

μl

= Liquid-phase viscosity, Pas

μg

= Gas viscosity, mPas

μgi

= Initial gas viscosity, mPas



= Wellbore roughness, m



= The specific gravity

k

= Formation permeability, D



= Formation porosity, %
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NOMENCLATURE
A

= Wellbore or annulus area, m2

g(t) = Empty bubble rate, %

Bg

= Volume factor



Cg

= Gas compressibility factor, MPa-1
= Total compressibility factor, MPa-1
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